
THE RIGHT PACKAGE 
SIMPLIFIES INSTALLATIONS 
AND PRESERVES RESOURCES
PCT’s range of innovative packaging solutions for our drop cable 
product line focuses on convenience, ease of handling and the 
environment.  From our new and green MOGO Reusable Cable 
Pak to the industry standard wooden flanges, PCT has packaging 
options designed with your needs in mind.

MOGO® PRO AND MOGO® Reusable Cable Paks
Substitute the box in our reel in box packaging design with 
reusable, durable and fabric cable paks, these two packaging 
options are virtually waste free.  Utilizing the same cable hub 
and the included flange assembly, the installer simply removes 
the empty hub and inserts a new, full 500 ft. hub.  MOGO PRO 
is designed as a highly rugged cable pak with added features  
for more versatility; MOGO is durable and lighter in weight.   
While their colors are neutral, their result is very green.

Caddy
Designed to be convenient and environmentally friendly, PCT’s 
reusable cable caddy provides a waterproof and nearly waste  
free option.  The 700 to 800 ft. standard coil refills are shipped  
with minimal stretch wrap around each coil.  The installer simply  
drops the coil into the caddy and is ready to go.

Reel in Box  
With the addition of a small plastic hub and flange, this new box design 
delivers the smooth payout of a reel, the flexibility of 500 or 1000 ft. lengths 
and the convenience of a recyclable box.  Built with reinforced handles, this 
box is easy to carry and easy to stack.

T-Pak
Designed to be lightweight and convenient, PCT’s T-Paks incorporate a 500 
ft. spool of cable enclosed in a small recyclable box with reinforced top 
handles for ease of portability. Ideal for tight spaces and long hauls, the 
T-Pak provides yet another portable solution for cable installers.

Reel
Our traditional, industry standard 1000 ft. wooden reels have been a 
mainstay for years and continue to provide a durable and reliable option for 
cable packaging.  Easy pull out and compatibility with a variety of racking 
options, cable reels offer a solid packaging option.

Box
An alternative to the heavier reels, our standard 1000 ft. box provides  a 
weatherized packaging option with reinforced handles that is fully recyclable.  
The center fed cable dispenses smoothly from the side of the box without 
the need for racks, stands or brakes. 

CABLE PACKAGING
Convenient, Simple and Green
MOGO® PRO, MOGO®, Caddy, Reel-in-Box,  
T-Pack, Reel and more 

Call +1.800.306.8948 for more information
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